
Mezzo® Full-Frame Replacement System
with SwiftLockTM Technology
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KEY PARTS OF THE SYSTEM: 

Why choose 
a full-frame 
window  
replacement?
Completely removing the old vinyl window, 

including its nail fin, and installing a new 

integral nail fin window is the most reliable 

solution for replacing vinyl windows. It’s  

the most comprehensive method available, 

which provides the best overall value and––

most importantly—peace of mind. Plus, now 

you can have consistent, custom-made trim 

installed quickly and correctly, for beautifully 

finished windows.

Discover the look and performance of 

The Mezzo Full-Frame 
Replacement System

Our most popular window line now has an innovative trim solution designed for full-frame replacement projects. Along 

with the beauty and performance of Mezzo® windows installed with proper flashing and water management methods, 

you get matching Trimworks® Decorative Window Accents installed using our secure SwiftLockTM Technology. Not only 

is this a smarter way to replace your vinyl windows, you’re going to love the consistent, clean look and custom fit. It’s 

the finishing touch that truly makes a big difference!

Looking to Replace Your Vinyl Windows? 
The Mezzo Full-Frame Replacement System is the best solution on the market due to its superior performance,  

pleasing aesthetic and innovative, snap-fit trim. Providing the best overall value, the system helps prevent water  

intrusion while delivering durability and energy efficiency. And now with Trimworks, you’re ensured consistent beauty 

across all the windows of your home in a variety of aesthetic options.

A unique solution designed to decrease the premium price on peace of 
mind with full-frame replacement window installations.  

MEZZO REPLACEMENT 
VINYL WINDOWS

High-performing, thin-line frame  
for maximum viewable glass and  

energy efficiency.

IDEAL FRAME TYPE
A nailing flange integral to the  

window frame provides for proper
flashing and water management.

TRIMWORKS DECORATIVE 
WINDOW ACCENTS

Efficient trim solution ensures a
consistent look for all windows

replaced on the home.



Benefits of the Mezzo 
Full-Frame Replacement System:

BEAUTIFUL  Delivers a variety of brickmould or casing looks in on-trend profiles 
and color options. Choose among three solid extruded vinyl colors and 10 exterior 
painted colors. 

CONSISTENCY  Creates a uniform, clean-finished aesthetic from window to window.

WATERTIGHT  A properly flashed integral nail fin helps prevent water intrusion.

CUSTOM-MADE  Trimworks Decorative Window Accents are fabricated with each 
window for an exact color match and fit, no matter the size or configuration.

HIGH QUALITY  Developed for the Mezzo window system, which has advanced 
design innovations paired with ultra-efficient insulating glass for exceptional  
functionality and style.

WEATHER-TESTED  Can withstand wind1 and temperature extremes.2 

INNOVATIVE  SwiftLock Technology is a patent-pending installation method that 
ensures a secure, perfect fit.

MORE VIEWABLE GLASS  By removing the old window frame entirely, your new 
window will be larger and provide more viewable glass than a conventional install.

Beautiful. Durable. Essential.
This thoughtfully designed, full-frame replacement solution ensures a watertight seal and 
provides a consistent aesthetic across all windows of your home. It’s so easy to install, your 
job will be completed more quickly and efficiently giving you the peace of mind you deserve.



©2021 Alside. Alside, Mezzo and Trimworks are registered trademarks of Associated Materials, LLC.  1 Assembled units were exposed to 140 mph winds with the brickmould and casing staying affixed to the window.  2 Brickmould and casing were  
applied to window frames successfully in heat as high as 120°F and as low as -20°F. Attempts to fracture or break product were made in both extremes. Product expanded and contracted with window frame, keeping an excellent appearance. Internal 
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Please recycle

Flat Casing or Brickmould Options
From contemporary to traditional, Trimworks Decorative Window Accents are available in 
multiple designs to make your replacement windows look great.

Exterior Color Options
Beauty and performance come together in Mezzo’s array of colors, which feature 
a polyurethane coating technology with heat-reflective pigments for a strong and 
fade-resistant finish.

White* Beige* Classic Clay*

Black

Hudson Khaki

English Red

Castle Gray

Architectural Bronze

Desert Clay

Forest Green

American Terra

Sand Dune

Silver

*Extruded solid color

Flat Casing
Available with and without bullnose sill.

Brickmould
Available in 1.5" and 3/4" designs.

Express Yourself with Distinctive Personality 
Beautiful and livable – and very much you. Where does your concept of “home” start and where do you want it to go? Trimworks Decorative Window Accents has a 
smart solution for every exterior design approach. A great way to spark the creative process is to take a fresh “first look” at your home’s architectural style and space. 

Most of all, the ideal home is a familiar and welcoming space, a mix of quality and culture . . . uniquely revealed in the spirit of you.


